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Advanced Kinematics 1 
Solve the following problems
 

1. A driver traveling at 15 m/s, sees a traffic signal change to red.  If her reaction time is 0.6 seconds, and the car can decelerate 
at -2.5 m/s2, what is the total distance needed to stop her vehicle? 

2. A rocket, initially at rest, is fired vertically with an upward acceleration of 10m/s2.  At an altitude of 500 m the engine shuts 
off.  What is the maximum altitude the rocket achieves and how long will it take to get there?  

3. A car and a truck travel toward each other on a roadway. Initially they are 20 m apart.  The truck travels west and begins to 
speed up at 1 m/s2 from an initial speed of 10 m/s.  The Car travels east and begins to speed up at 0.5 m/s2 from and initial 
speed of 12 m/s.  How long will it take for the car and truck to pass each other on the roadway. 

4. A parachutist jumps from an airplane and falls 150 m without opening his chute.  When the parachute opens, he decelerates 
at 2 m/s2 and reaches the ground moving downward at 3 m/s.  How long is he in the air and how high was the airplane when 
he bailed out? 
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5. A ball is thrown downward from the top of a building at 10 m/s.  Simultaneously a rock is thrown upward at 24 m/s.  If the 
rock and ball are 15 m apart initially, where will they pass each other relative to the ground? 

6. A ball is thrown downward at 20 m/s from the top of a 150 meter high building.  Simultaneously, a rocket is launched 
upward and accelerates from rest at 15 m/s2 .  Measured from the ground, where will the two objects meet? 

7. A package is dropped from a helicopter 250 m above the ground with its parachute open.  It begins accelerating downward at 
3 m/s2

  but halfway to the ground the chute breaks loose and the package falls freely the remainder of the way.  How long 
does this trip take and how fast is it moving before it hits the ground?  

8. A motorcycle leaves a stop light and accelerates to 35 m/s in 3 seconds, he then travels for 100 m at a constant speed.  After 
seeing a cop he decelerates at – 2 m/s2 for 3 seconds before passing the cop.  How fast is he going when he passes the cop, 
will he get a ticket if the speed limit is     55 MPH, and how far would he have traveled during this trip? 


